
November 27, 1979

Senator Alan Cranston
452 Senate Office Building
Nashington, D.C. 20510
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Representative Leon Panetta
457 Canon Building
Nashington, D.C. 20515

Samuel J, Chilk
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Please add this letter to those objecting to the private meeting
held between officials of PG5E and the NRC on October 19.

You are urged to effect the disqualification of Chairman Hendrie
and Commissioner Kennedy from participation in matters concerning
the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant, on the basis that said meet-
ing was a violation of due process and fair trial agreements.

This incident emphasizes a serious aspect o the Diablo project
the facility has been constructed by a power structure whose guiding
ethic is profit. Speaking as a professional engineer, I caution
that engineering is not an exact science, that a great deal of judge-
ment tempers technical'esign. If an organization is willing to com-
promise ethics in the interest of profit - as appears to have been the
case on October 19 - a wholly disasterous product can result, nothwith-
standing that it, meets all of the tests of technology and the law. Ne
need only look at the various dam, bridge, and building failures over
the world to verify that hidden flaws exist. Ne need only to look at
the collapse of Kansas City's Kemper Arena to perceive that we are
not yet proficient in anticipating the failure modes of high-strength
steels.

To allow the licensing of Diablo solely because of the inertia of
the ~a.-.'tal investment would be unconscienable, given the detrimentit poses to the wel'1 being, and lives, of tens of thousands of people
yet there is no other compelling reason. The "need" for Diablo,
based on projections of an energy deficit is a "luxury", as it is
well within the limits of what. can be conserved voluntarily if the people
so desire.
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In the event that Diablo is licensed, and perhaps as a first action to
test the real interest of PGgE in pursuing the matter, let us remove
all limits on the liability of PG)E through the repeal of the Price
Anderson Act. At least, then, we would be addressing the concern of
the power structure and perhaps gain a critical edge of safety for
the people.

Van N, aurn
200 Indian Knob Rd.
San Luis Obispo, CA 95401




